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�
ABSTRACT 

 
In the era of knowledge society many regions and local communities/ towns are trying to 
compete with larger, growing cities over the knowledge and intellectual capital resources. 
Regional or local ��	�����������	����� has become more important. Building innovation 
capacity and the institutional capacity as one part of it could be a development tool to some 
lagging behind-regions, (which are called as less-favoured regions) and quite often do not 
have universities of their own or successful industries. There are regions, which are build-
ing their institutional base by forming university-industry collaborated knowledge transfer 
institutions and models through networking. Furthermore, these institutions are taking part 
in the local networks shaping the �����		����������� or ����
 	�����	��in the region!�For 
the beginning there is a need for structures and ��
���"��	�����
� strong enough to create 
critical mass or capabilities. Further there is a need for �����	�
���
#�which are�many times 
in� the forms of� ����	��
#�between organisational and non-organisational, formal and in-
formal institutions. Thirdly, the ��	��

�	 ���
���"��	���
���	� is also a crucial element of 
the development in the less favoured regions (see Healey et al. 1999, Amin & Thrift 1995, 
Henry 2001).  

The aim of the presentation and the paper is to study what kind of collaboration models 
local actors, research and development institutions and local enterprises have formed in the 
less favoured region in order to improve technology transfer and further local innovation 
capacity and technological change. Further the aim is to describe the possible actions ap-
peared in these case regions towards the transformation process from traditional R & D 
work and production to knowledge based and networked development activities. In the 
less-favoured region, is the obvious development (since the change of 80-90’s) just hap-
pened there, or is it an outcome from the conscious development work? What is the role of 
universities and other HEIs in this transformation process?  

Seinäjoki and Pori sub-regions are the examples of disadvantaged regions in Finland 
(either peripheral areas or without clear university based education or research), which are 
building a strong institutional base of higher education (and research) institutions and uni-
versity-based knowledge transfer systems in order to promote innovations and business 
development. The category of industrial development to be applied in these cases is a di-
versification of industries that are already present in the region, from traditional manufac-
turing to applying new technologies. The studied technology areas are certain parts of 
�"�	����	�� �����		��# more particularly ������������	�"��
����� 
�
���
 (mechatronics 
and applied software).  

 
NOTE 1. The paper is referred to the Phase I part of “Local Innovation Systems” Project (10/2001-12/2004) 
funded by the Finnish Technology Agency (Tekes) and carried out in co-operation with MIT/ Industrial Per-
formance Center HUT/IMI; Univ. of Cambridge and Univ. of Tokyo. A Seinäjoki part of the paper has ear-
lier been presented in the “Local Innovation Systems” Project Phase I Workshop organised by MIT/ Indus-
trial Performance Center in 6-7 January 2003, Cambridge, MA/USA. 
NOTE 2. This paper has not gone through language check by professional English Translator or native Eng-
lish speaker. In the case of misunderstanding due the language use, please contact the author.  
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#$� ����	�����	���	�����������
 

Regional or local ��	�����������	����� and further ���	����	�������	�����
 for specific 
business areas have become more important. Furthermore, the new institutions are taking 
part in the local innovation networks shaping the �����		����������� or ����
 	�����	��
in the region!�This is done for the benefits of all parties, local businesses, universities or 
other higher education institutions and local/ national development authorities. If there in a 
certain region is not a lot of formal and informal research and development institutions and 
especially interaction between them, actors find it more difficult to transform information 
(resources) to new knowledge and innovations. This kind of regions are could be called as 
“less favoured regions” or “disadvantaged” regions. The problem is getting worse, if the 
“innovation and R&D culture” (innovative milieu) is not competitive with other regions, 
towns and cities. In that kind of case, the R&D organisations as well as companies could 
have difficulties to get skilled work force.  

Building innovation capacity and the ��
���"��	����������� as one part of the innovation 
environment could be a development tool for some less-favoured regions. These are re-
gions, which are building their institutional base by forming university-industry collabora-
tions, knowledge transfer institutions and models mostly through networking and creating 
linkages to the wider, national and global knowledge networks. Institutional capacity con-
sists of variety of elements, which basically can be defined as capabilities to create, use 
and form linkages the local actors to valuable resources pools, institutions and networks. 
The elements of the institutional capacity as treated in this study are shown in the figure 1. �

 

��������	�

����	�%

��	����

�����������	
������������	
�
�	�	����	�	���

 
 

Figure 1. The elements of institutional capacity in the less favoured regions. Simplified framework 
of the study. 

 
����$�	��������	��� �	�������	�
 are the examples of less-favoured regions in Finland 

(either peripheral areas or without clear university based education or research), which are 
building a strong institutional base of higher education (and research) institutions and uni-
versity-based knowledge transfer systems in order to promote innovations and business 
development. Both areas could be called as less-favoured regions, as they are either pe-
ripheral areas with declining or turbulent economic situation, or without clear public or-
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ganisational R&D infrastructure with university based education or research. The devel-
opment actions done in these less favoured regions could be divided to following themes1:   
 

•  %"������������
���"��	�����
�����������		������� ��
��"��"��#�

•  &���	����������	�����������
�����	"�������	��������	������
#�

•  '�����������������
� ������������������(��������	����������	��
! 
 
The presentation is referred to the Phase I part of “Local Innovation Systems” Project, 

which is a study about economic transformation of region and /locations and especially the 
continuing processes that lead to changes over relevant period of time in the combination 
of products and services that are produced in that region. Regional economic transforma-
tions will be more or less successful depending (in part) on the capacity of the region to 
develop and/or to absorb new technologies. This is explained by the local needs of knowl-
edge resources and the partnerships and alliances made by individual actors (entrepreneurs, 
development agencies, university units, municipalities, technology centres etc. .). In gen-
eral, the LIS project has two broad research goals: 

 
•  )	�"����
����������	�����	�
��

	��������������������	������	 ���
"
��������	���

���	����	��
�
���#�	����������
���	�� �	��	��������	 �
�
�����	���	����!�

•  )	�"����
����������	�#�������	"��������� 	�������	 �	������	����	��
�
���
��"�*
����������	��	 �������
�����	���+���	�! 

 
)���
������������
����
� ��������	�����"��	�
���������"�����
����
�����	������"������*


������ ��
���"��	�
� �	� ���
����	��

�
! National, regional and local authorities and devel-
opment organisations, including universities, are trying to support innovation processes 
through different knowledge networks and new type of collaboration. The concern just is, 
if the universities or their networks (sub-campuses, university “centres” etc) should be an-
swer to all of the aspects or to all possible knowledge needs faced in the less favoured re-
gions? What possible roles university networks do have in the scheme of new knowledge 
creation and transformation in regions? What is the regional view of the possible roles, 
what roles university networks are expected to fill?  

In order to answer to these questions, there is a need to take in concern all the possible 
different roles and aspects the universities are working for in the regions. All the aspects 
from the problem solving to the search of new technologies and knowledge are crucial. 
The range in the new knowledge creation is from direct problem-solving (partly R&D 
work, testing) through interpretation and to a voyage of “discovery” (quite often basic, in-
directly profitable research) as Sotarauta, Linnamaa and Suvinen (2003) formulate it.  

                                                 
1 In this paper the actions taken in the case regions are shown as realising the above categorising. Therefore the following 
chapters and sections of the paper are written in order to concretize these ideas. Especially the chapter 4 is following this 
thematic.  
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Figure 2. The LIS case study locations in Finland.  

 
The category of industrial development to be applied in the Seinäjoki and Pori case 

studies is a diversification of traditional industries to technologically related industries. The 
studied technology development processes are certain developments of �"�	����	�� ����*
�		��� ��� ���� ����	�# more particularly the infusion of ���������� ��	�"��
� ���� 
�
���
#�
�������	���
������������
	 �����. Seinäjoki and Pori town regions have specialised and 
applied expertise in mechanical engineering, automation and intelligent engineering solu-
tions, where the main market areas are in Finland and worldwide.  

The case study is a qualitative study and is based on written materials, statistics, reports 
etc. gathered from these regions and 40-50 thematic interviews. Four groups of people are 
been interviewed: I policy-makers (general developers), II entrepreneurs at the target in-
dustry/ technology area, III substance developers from technology and science parks/ cen-
tres of expertises and IV substance developers from the HEIs and research institutes. There 
are totally 29 interviews from Seinäjoki region and 13 from Pori region. 
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#$� ���
�������������	��
����������&���	�&��������	���������'	������

����	�%�
 
RESOURCES AS A PLATFORM FOR CAPABILITIES 
Know-how, innovations and learning have become key issues in the new regional devel-
opment logic. This in turn means that economic actors or players have to be part of the 
��	����������	��
 where the most essential knowledge is built and formulated. Learning 
and knowledge supporting and human resources based environment is based on the local 
��
���"��	���
������
�and the������	�
���
�and��������
���
����������������different���
��*
�"��	�
! In the local institutional settings, the relationships and the range of institutions in a 
certain area can be �����or�
��	�� due the passed development path.  

Institutional settings in the specific region can be seen as a form of “development clus-
ter” where the firms as well as public, private and semi-public research and development 
institutions form a kind of local development network with institutional relationships. Lo-
cal ���	����	�� �������� is formed by institutions and relationships between these institu-
tions, supporting the individual organisation’s capabilities to innovate as well as relation-
ships to the outside the region. It could be seen that the local innovation network is a part 
of the 	�����
���"��	����������

 (Henry & Pinch, Amin & Thrift, Cooke, Cooke & Mor-
gan etc)! The components and processes for the institutional thickness are following (Amin 
& Thrift, 1994, 1995): 

 
•  A strong institutional presence, a plethora of diverse institutions (supporting inno-

vations) 
•  High levels of interaction amongst the institutional network and a social atmos-

phere of shared rules, conventions (“innovative milieu”2)  
•  Structures and patterns of coalition 
•  A mutual awareness of a common enterprise or industrial purpose among partici-

pants and institutions (innovative milieu). 
 
The institutional capacity consists both the resources be found through interactions be-

tween local actors and development networks (in the regions) and through the interactions 
to partners outside the region or local networks. Institutional capacity is mostly worked 
through 	��� ����	������ ����	��
. Behind the innovation supported focused networks 
there are most often wider, urban economic development networks. The urban economic 
development network is divided to the ������� ����	������ �������
 (public, or semi-
public institutions) and the 
������
�������	�������������
! General developers work for 
building such an economical environment that individual actors and institutional bodies 
could improve their capabilities to form new knowledge and innovations, while specialised 
developers work for deeper and more specialised course of development in their specific 
branch and further combine the aims of the development work through customer’s and per-
sonalities separate and often not so shared needs. Specialised developers work with some 
certain, locally important business or development area (Sotarauta 1999, 2000, 2001, Lin-
namaa & Sotarauta 2000, 2001, Raunio 2000).  

Institutional thickness or thinness could be seen as a frame to region’s capacity to sup-
port actors (enterprises etc.) and their capabilities to innovate. Actor’s capability to inno-
vate depends on both external possibilities (laws, regulations, economical trends and pos-
sibilities) and capabilities to use own resources and make new competencies from them. 
The capabilities which certain individual institution has, affect beside the institution's own 
                                                 
2 As Dennis Maillat 1996, 1998 has defined it. 
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abilities but also the local environment and institutional settings in the locality. If the local-
ity or region is capable to support institution’s innovation and knowledge processes sepa-
rately or in a partnership with other institutions, has the institutions better options to create 
new resources�and through creation and use of specific knowledge to transform it to core 
competencies.  

 
 

ResourcesResources

CapabilitiesCapabilities

CompetenciesCompetencies

Core Core 
competenciescompetencies

Capabilities to innovateCapabilities to innovate Capacity buildingCapacity building

 
 

Figure 3. From Resources to competencies (Modified from Javidan 1998, Sotarauta 2000) 
 

 
FROM RESOURCES AND CAPABILITIES TO INNOVATION PROCESSES 
Regional innovation capacity and institutional thickness or thinness could be seen as a 
frame to region’s capability to support actors (enterprises etc.) and their capabilities to in-
novate. One possible path to create the institutional thickness in the less favoured regions 
is to strengthen ������
	"���
�	 ���
���"��	����������� and the interactions between differ-
ent types of resources. More detailed way, the institutional capacity, which could also be 
defined as a capability to use institutional capital, is the capability to use different kind of 
knowledge related resources (Healey et al. 1999).  

The institutional capacity consists both the resources be found through interactions be-
tween local actors and development networks (in the production system) and through the 
interactions to partners outside the region or local networks. The logic in this could be seen 
in the light of process, where forming resources could be defined as a process. Kebir and 
Crevoisier (2002) have defined resources as all the possible objects or intentions available 
for the basic elements for production process (p.4).Resources are something there to exist 
���� 
�, but it is up to relevant local actors (“development cluster”), if the resources are 
transformed to useful elements for the production process, i.e. “actualised” for commercial 
knowledge and purposes. Objects are transformed to resources and competitiveness 
through identification, creation, implementation and destruction in the (re) production sys-
tem.  

Reflecting the ideas Healey et al. (1999), the key issue for governance arenas (and net-
works) is whether they lie in the core or the periphery of the power field and power games 
where participants of the networks seek to act and find valuable resources. Local institu-
tional base is affecting to the capability to form the competitive capacity through ��	�*
����� ��
	"���
#� �����	��� ��
	"���
� ���� �	���
���	�� ��
	"���
, where knowledge re-
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sources and relational resources are crucial for the creation of the mobilisation capabilities. 
Institutional capacity is mostly worked through 	��� ��	������ 	���������� ����	������
����	��
 as shown in the following figure (figure 4). 

 
 

Knowledge networksKnowledge networks; ; local, globallocal, global

Networks as an 
innovation

Networks as a 
source/ media

ResourcesResources

Knowledge, 
information

Relations, 
partnerships

Mobilisation, 
power

StructuresStructures

ProcessesProcesses

InstitutionsInstitutions

Institutional baseInstitutional base

Development 
network Universities

Companies, 
enterprises

Non-org. 
institutions

LeadershipLeadership

 
 
 
Figure 4. Innovation capacity building and institutionalization process in the regions3. 

 
In a networked and knowledge orientated society these capabilities are essential for dif-

ferent development bodies to own and express. There are, according to Healey et al. (1999) 
a need to built mobilisation capacity and institutional competencies from it. Institutional 
capacity is built on some institutional base where the participants have certain abilities to 
also use these institutional settings. To activate and create mobilisation recourses the de-
velopment network bodies should have several abilities. According to Sotarauta (2001) and 
Karlöf (1995) there are several special skills and abilities, which are needed when re-
sources are changed in to competencies and capabilities:  

 
•  Ability to look new activities and to define guidelines for activity, 
•  Ability to co-operate, to involve people, and to encourage other people to reach goals, 
•  Ability to speed up, boost the course of action and to change the course of action when 

the economical environment changes, 
•  Ability to create an innovative and enthusiastic working or development environment, 
•  Ability to shape the future and big pictures of the future, to show the possible paths and 

to take advantage of the unclear situations and unknown future 
•  Ability to create new knowledge from the boarder areas of the new and old.  

 
Behind the innovation supported focused networks there are most often wider, urban 

economic development networks. The urban economic development network is divided to 
the �����������	�������������
 (public or semi-public institutions) and the 
������
���
����	�������������
!�General developers work for building such an economical environ-
ment that individual actors and institutional bodies could improve their capabilities to form 
new knowledge and innovations and specialised developers work for deeper and more spe-

                                                 
3 Kosonen 2001, 2001b, 2002 
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cialised course of development in their specific branch and further combine the aims of the 
development work through customer’s and personalities separate and often not so shared 
needs. These are specialised to work with some certain, locally important business or de-
velopment area (Sotarauta 1999, 2000, 2001, Linnamaa & Sotarauta 2000, 2001, Raunio 
2000).  

 
($� ��������	��
����������
	��
���)�!���*+	%�������	����	�������	����


	����	��'	����������������	
	����
 
 

Seinäjoki and Pori town regions have specialised and applied expertise in mechanical en-
gineering, automation and intelligent engineering solutions, while the main market areas 
are in Finland and worldwide. The category of industrial development to be applied in the 
study is a diversification of industries that are already present in the region. The studied 
technology areas are certain parts of �"�	����	�� �����		��# more particularly ����������
��	�"��
�����
�
���
#��������	���
������������
	 �����. Current status of the knowledge 
environment in the Seinäjoki and Pori town regions is described in the following sections. 
 

���������	
����	������	�������

���

�������	
���������

������

�������	�����������

�������
��	
����������
�����������

����

���������	�������
���	������

 �
�����	
������

 
 
Figure 5. Intelligent products and systems as a part of new technology opportunities in the knowl-
edge based network economy4.  
 
 
SEINÄJOKI 
!���*+	%���	�������	� (app. 70 000 inhabitants) is a central service centre for large tradi-
tionally agricultural area called !	����,��	&	����� (app. 200 000 inhabitants) where the 
ICT-sector and the new technologies are just emerging as a new applied technology inten-
sive sector. Seinäjoki town area has been growing steadily last 40 years while whole South 
Ostrobothnia has been loosing its population with a very strong tendency. In Seinäjoki 
town region the level of education is higher than Finnish average, but in the whole South 
Ostrobothnia the level is education is one of the lowest in Finland. Also the level of R & D 

                                                 
4 Modified from Tekes Technology Strategy 2002, p..9. 
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expenditure is one of the lowest in Finland in the whole region, but is growing fastest in 
the Seinäjoki town region. Following are some key figures illustrating the recent develop-
ment in the Seinäjoki town region and also in South Ostrobothnia:5  

 
•  Population in South Ostrobothnia in 2000: 195 615, percentage from the whole country 

3,8 (194 105 in 2002) 
•  Population in Seinäjoki town region (Northern Seinäjoki): 58 694 in 2000 and in 59 175 

in 2001.  
•  Population in Seinäjoki town region: growing with 0,8 %  
•  Population in South Ostrobothnia: declining with 0,4 %  (2002) 
•  Change in higher education level of work force (1997-2000) in Seinäjoki sub-region: 

125,4 % 
•  Employment in high tech businesses (percentage from total work force) in South Ostro-

bothnia (in 2000): 2,6 %, while whole country: 9,6 % 
•  GDP per capita (whole country =100) in South Ostrobothnia: 68,8 in 2000 and 71 in 

2001, while the best region in Finland (Uusimaa) reaches the level of 141,3 in 2000 and 
2001 to 138 

•  Expenditure on R & D by regional GP in South Ostrobothnia (in 2000): 0,8 %, while av-
erage in the whole country was 3,9 %.  

•  Change on R & D expenditure in Seinäjoki sub-region 1995-2000 (whole country, 20,4% 
=100): 370 

 
The key-technologies in the intelligent products and systems in Seinäjoki area are mecha-
tronics, electronics and software (“smart-tronics”). In the future the main working areas are 
system integration and virtual reality as a tool for testing in the manufacturing process 
planning and simulation. In the South Ostrobothnia intelligent products and systems are 
closely connected to ���������
�
���
 as mechatronics, software and metal process engi-
neering and therefore defined as a part of the metal cluster. The intelligent products and 
systems line of entrepreneurship in South Ostrobothnia has its background in the agricul-
tural related machinery and metal production, especially foodstuff, forest, animal breeding, 
metal process production etc. sub-branches. Lately in the industry agglomeration, there has 
grown new by services as software and logistical systems providers their background 
and/or biggest customers in traditional metal and machinery production.  

There are approx. 770 companies (with 3 380 employees) in the region, which are either 
applying or developing intelligent products and systems (mechatronics and software) in 
some part of their production processes (Statistics Finland, 20026). They are forming a part 
of the national metal cluster. This concentration of metal manufacturers and service pro-
viders is the strongest industrial sector in the South-Ostrobothnia region. The sector is also 
the heaviest exporting sector from the industrial branches and enterprises located in the re-
gion. The exports value of the metal sector in the 1999 was 200 million euros (Centre of 
Statistics). The annual turnover of the leading 40 companies together is approx. 600 mil-
lion euros. The existing companies are working in their special niche-areas and most often 
quite alone or independently from other South Ostrobothnian enterprises or regional com-
pany networks. Therefore the links to the sub-contractors are quite often weak. From the 
total metal sector company amount, 770 firms, app. 10-20% are intentionally growth-
orientated, while most of the companies are micro-level companies without modern high-
tech competencies. Leading companies in the area are EPEC Oy, Done Logistics Oy, 

                                                 
5 Sources: The Statistics Finland: regional statistics account, the Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia (web-pages) 
and Seinäjoki Technology Centre Ltd.  
6 The industry areas: Metal product manufacturing, machinery, electronics and optical instruments (manufacturing), vehi-
cles, PC-consultancy, software design, programming and consultancy, research. 
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GeraCap Oy, Lillbacka Oy, Saraware Oy, and Sofor Oy. Leading companies are technol-
ogy developers (innovators), supporters and service providers (technology transfer and 
consultancy), or appliers and utilizers7.  

The leading companies8, although there are not many of them, are in mostly the world 
top providers in their specialised branches and markets. Both the leading companies and 
especially the main contractors (customer companies) are producing most of their products 
for exports. This kind of ‘invisible export’ takes quite big share from the annual turnover 
of the local firms. To local SME’s the first step to take towards the international markets is 
to act as a sub-contractor for the bigger, exporting companies. Region’s leading companies 
are providing and developing automation technologies or related “intelligent solutions” to 
some leading global companies in the forest and mining engineering, logistic chain com-
panies, Food and beverage industry, construction industry, machinery and industry produc-
tion developers, cold containers equipment producers etc.  

 
PORI 
�	����	�������	� is the eight biggest town or city region9 in Finland and one of the four 
administrative sub-regions (town regions) in the region !���%����. Satakunta is located on 
the southwest coast of Finland nearby the sea (Gulf of Botnia). There are 28 municipalities 
in the region, and the total population of the region was 236 308 in 2001 and 235 416 in 
2002. In the Pori town region there were 115 870 inhabitants in 2001 and in the town of 
�	�� there were app. 76 000 inhabitants (75 955 in 2001). Together with the town of 
Ulvila, where the most of the automation technology firms are located, these two munici-
palities reaches the population number as app. 90 000 inhabitants and forms the urban cen-
tre for the region.10.  

Satakunta region in its turn represents 4.7 % of the nation's population, but 8 % of 
Finland's total industrial production. From the industries located in the region, electric and 
electronic products manufacturing, food processing, textiles and light engineering are usu-
ally found in small or medium sized enterprises. There are app. 93 000 working places in 
Satakunta, while the majority of those are located to the Pori town region, 45 600 working 
places. Although, the unemployment rate in the region is one of the highest in Finnish re-
gions: 16, 1 % in the year 2001. At the same time total unemployment rate in Finland was 
12, 5% and in the Pori town region even higher, 17, 8 %. The education level of the active 
work force is also lower than Finnish average in the biggest Finnish cities, as the 56, 3 % 
of all persons older than 15 years had degree education while Finnish average 57, 7%. 
Among biggest 15 cities, Pori region performed in 1998-1999 lowest figures being in the 
same group with other non-university towns (Kotka, Lahti) and Lappeenranta, which in its 
turn have education in very narrow areas11.  

Compared to Finland's GDP Satakunta equals lower than Finnish average. In the year 
2001 the GDP per capita in Satakunta was 87, while Uusimaa equals as 138 (whole coun-
try =100). In the Satakunta region the total GDP was 24 749 million FIM in the year 1999 
while in the year 2001 it was 4 727 million euros12. The GDP in Satakunta was broken 
down by sector in 1999 at the following way: Agriculture and forestry 7 % , manufacturing 

                                                 
7 Source: LIS Phase I interviews, SeiTek 2002 report: Mechatronics and embedded systems, 29.4.2002. 
8 Leadership is defined here as the innovation leadership by technological or marketing leadership, not necessary by size 
or current dominance in the markets. 
9 Source: Kunnallistilasto 6/2002. (Statistics about the Finnish municipalities) Suomen Kuntaliitto 30.5.2002. 
10 Sources: The regional Council of Satakunta, web-pages (3.4.03) and Regional Development Centre Programme Pori 
Town Region (2000), Statistics Finland and Kunnallistilasto 6/2002, Suomen Kuntaliitto. 
11 Source; The Regional Council of Satakunta (3.4.03) and the Regional Centre Programme - Pori Town Region (2000).  
12 Sources: The Statistics Finland (Tilastokeskus) May 2003 and Kunnallistilasto 6/2002. Suomen Kuntaliitto.  
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39 % , construction 5 % , trade and transport 15 % , other services 18 %  and public ser-
vices 16 %.  

Biggest branches are (classified by employment share) are industry/ manufacturing, 
health- care and services, retail and selling, trade and transport, research and telecommuni-
cations. From manufacturing branch, the biggest companies are working in the following 
fields: copper processing, heavy engineering, mechanical wood processing, electrical engi-
neering, energy production, chemical industries, information technology and telecommuni-
cation, automation and engineering, port and airport services and facilities. Biggest com-
panies, which have their offices or plants in the region, belong also to the biggest R&D in-
vestors of Finnish industry. Such are: Metso Paper Oy and Metso Automation Networks 
Oy (Metso Corporation the 2nd biggest in the year 2001 and 2002, expenditure in R&D 
functions 150 in 2001 and 156 million euros in 2002), ABB Service Oy (ABB in Finland 
3rd biggest in 2001 and 5th in 2002, 109 and 92 million euros), Sonera (Sonera in Finland 
7th biggest in 2001 and 10th biggest in 2002, 82 and 53 million euros), UPM-Kymmene 
(12th  biggest in 2001 and 13th biggest in 2002, 45 and 46 million euros), Outokumpu Pori-
copper (Outokumpu Corporation 14th  biggest in 2001 and 11th in 2002, 41 and 47 million 
euros), Kemira Pigments (Kemira corporation 15th in 2001and 12th biggest in 2002, 39 and 
46 million euros), and Yomi Solutions (a part of Yomi group with 4, 0 million euros in 
2002 and Elisa Communications concern, 16th biggest in 2001 and 15th biggest in 2002, 36 
million euros at both years)13. Some global firms have their plants or operations in Sata-
kunta also, as Siemens Corporation, Kone and KCI Konecranes, and in the automation 
field, Swisslog Ltd (100% Swiss ownership).  

As the manufacturing is one of the biggest economic sectors in Satakunta in terms of 
both employment and GDP, the decrease of employment places in manufacturing and pri-
mary production has been difficult to compensate in the region. There has been promising 
development in some new technology industries and services; where the number of jobs 
has increased. In particular, telecommunication, computing and other services for busi-
nesses have provided the fastest-growing source of employment in recent years.  

According to the strict definition of automation and electronic production technology 
firms, the local concentration is about 60 firms with app. 500 employees in 2001 and with 
the broad definition including automation technologies, ICT (with welfare technologies) 
and electronic production technologies the field had app. 1400 employees with app. 150 
plants and 380 million euros annual turnover in the year 200114.From this there are about 5 
leading firms. The leading firms in the field in Pori and Rauma town regions are: Swisslog 
Oy (earlier Cimcorp Oy), Siemens (or the functions Siemens used to own in the region), 
Satmatic Oy, Urho Tuominen Oy (UTU), Corob Oy, MKT-Finland Oy, KMT-Tekniikka 
Oy, Piir-Group Oy, Robotiikka Oy/ Hollming (in Rauma) and a department of the Metso -
Automation Networks Oy.  

The leading firms in the automation field are classified as whole systems and machinery 
providers (conductors). These are selling directly their products to the end-customers, 
which in the case of automation most often are other industrial companies (food and bever-
ages production, mechanical wood processing, metal work, machinery, instruments pro-
duction etc.). The concentration of automation and electronic production firms are linked 
to each others in most cases, either through sub-conducting or by ownership. The leading 
firms have their roles locally as technology developers (innovators), technology supporters 

                                                 
13 Source: Finnish biggest entrepreneurial investors to R&D in 2001 and 2002, ranged in June 2002 and in June 2003 by 
Tekniikka & Talous Magazine of Talentum Plc.  
14 The first definition is from The Vision of Satakunta Region 2010 by Satakunta and Rauma Chambers of Commerces 
and Swot Conculting, 2003, the second definition is from The Regional Technology Strategy Satakunta 2001 by 
Employment and Economic Development Centre for Satakunta, Tekes and the Regional Council of Satakunta Region. 
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(technology transfer and consultancy), or appliers and utilizers as end-customers. The chal-
lenge for the businesses is to transform the quite often excellent technology knowledge to 
new products and systems. Main market areas for the leading companies are Finland, Nor-
dic Countries, EU-countries, Transition countries in Europe (EU partnership countries in 
the Eastern Europe) USA, China and other rising Asian economies.  

�

-$� !�����������������
	��
�%�	�
����������	�������������
��'��	�����
����	��

�
�
There are models, which are formed to work as development tools for less-favoured re-
gions to booze their economical processes and which are built in the era of multi-level de-
velopment work and partnerships (global, national, local). These are for example polytech-
nics, Centres of Expertise Programmes, Regional Development Programmes and the “uni-
versity centres” of subsidiary campuses of the universities located to bigger cities in 
Finland. These are the models which are also in use in the both case locations. Local actor 
groups do attempt to strengthen the local innovation and industrial environment by follow-
ing the current themes and ideas (frameworks, innovation systems as one current theme), 
which are quite often the strongest ones in the region. The actions are taken in the era of 
certain interpretation of (see Sotarauta & Viljamaa 2003) what is important for the region 
and what is not. The development actions done in these two less favoured regions could be 
divided to three parts:   
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In this development environment, the current modification and infusion to new tech-

nologies took a longer time than in many other regions, but once in the process, the path-
way of the development is widely agreed upon. The local development agents in the 
Seinäjoki and Pori town regions are now enhancing the use of high-tech applications 
(automation, telecommunication, electronics, robotics and other intelligent products and 
systems) in all industrial production and they are building the local innovation-supportive 
environment to strengthen this pathway and create new future possibilities for local com-
panies as breakthrough for new emerging industries.  

In a traditionally agriculture-based region such as South Ostrobothnia, the traditional in-
terpretations are not necessarily the same as in Finnish society in general. Similarly, in the 
traditional industrial location as Pori-Ulvila area and the whole Satakunta, industrial devel-
opment has been prioritised higher than many other development schemes. Figure 6 shows 
how early entries with new initiatives create novel future possibilities in the economic de-
velopment process in certain regions. The question is whether the agents in the Seinäjoki 
and Pori town regions have actually succeeded in planting the new seeds of the new era. In 
other words, one can ask whether they have started to work for building innovation compe-
tencies too late and whether institutional capacity in the region is lagging too much behind 
other regions.  

                                                 
15 In this paper I have concentrated on the institutional settings and university networks and less to the variety of the 
roles of the development programmes.  
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Figure 6. The development process of major economic sectors in certain regions16.  
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In the current economic situation in both regions, local actor groups do strengthen the local 
innovation and industrial environment by following the current themes and ideas (frame-
works, innovation systems as one current theme), which are quite often the strongest ones 
in the region. In the Seinäjoki region the emphasis is now in the construction and concep-
tualisation of Seinäjoki Innovation and Technology Village (technology park) and the 
EPANET university network and research community. The applied R & D work done in 
the intelligent products and services and further automation branch, is a part of the in-
creased general R&D expenditure in the region. This increase has been strongest in the 
Finland in the years 1995-200017. The recent inputs to the higher education and research 
system in the system and the region’s enterprises good performance in the applied research 
field have grown the figures notable. 

In Pori the university institutions are established at the area since the end of 1980's, first 
the Pori unit for Tampere University of Technology (TUT) and soon after the Pori Unit for 
Turku School of Economics and Business Administration (TSEBA). These are working in 
close co-operation with the Satakunta Polytechnic and the PrizzTech Science & Technol-
ogy Park. They form together a concentration of university units and a campus at Pori. The 
campus area is nowadays called the Pori University Centre and the concentration of the 
university units as Pori University Consortium. In the Pori town region there are reached a 
                                                 
16 Modified from Sotarauta & Viljamaa 2003, p. 64. 
17 Source; Statistics Finland and , Seinäjoki Technology Centre Ltd. 
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common understanding of the development areas in recent years through the economic 
situation of the region and through the multiple strategy work done in the region.  

 
SEINÄJOKI 
As an outcome of strategic work done in the Seinäjoki area, most of the new development 
institutions are education, research and/ or development organisations. There are some re-
search and higher education institutions (HEI's) in Seinäjoki region but not state-related 
independent research institutions at the research- university level. Most of the institutions 
are established at the area since the end of 1980's, and are administratively bonded to out-
side the region located organisations and therefore are not independent organisations.18 
One of these is Seinäjoki Polytechnic. Others are mostly university filial, which together 
for a campus at Seinäjoki. The Town of Seinäjoki and the Seinäjoki Polytechnic have es-
tablished a technology centre (Seinäjoki Technology Centre Ltd) and a joint- technology 
park (the Innovation and Technology Village) to Seinäjoki. With these actions, the Town 
of Seinäjoki and Seinäjoki Polytechnic are constructing an innovative physical environ-
ment for several other specialized R&D agencies and high tech companies. University 
units in Seinäjoki are: 

 
•  !	����,��	&	������!������.�������� (7) – founded 1960 
•  .��������� 	'� �������, Institute for Extension Studies (app. 25 employees) – 

founded 1981 and Research Unit for Urban and Regional Development Studies 
(Sente) – founded 1998 

•  .��������� 	'� /�
��%�, Institute for Rural Research and Training (app. 35) – 
founded 1988 

•  !�&�
���0����1������ Training Centre – founded 1991 
•  .���������	'�2���, Seinäjoki Unit (app. 10) founded 1998 

 
!���*+	%���	
�������� is based on earlier existed technical, business, and etc. colleges or 
schools. It offers nowadays a total of 21 undergraduate and 2 graduate degree programmes 
in the following fields of study: natural resources, business and administration, technology 
and communications, health care and social services, tourism, catering and institutional 
management, and culture. In its institutions, there are approximately 3200 students and 275 
staff members. The role of Seinäjoki Polytechnic as an only ����	��*��
��������� ��"��*
��	�� institute in the region is pointed out in many reports, strategy papers and evaluations. 
In the Polytechnic's own strategies, it is targeting to become an applied research and higher 
education organisation.  

In the Seinäjoki town region, there are several development institutions and technology 
transfer centres, which are supporting applied research and technology-transfer, testing and 
incremental innovation development. Some of these development agencies are targeted 
more general R & D work or ICT development work generally. These institutions offer 
services through large development programmes (Centres of Expertise, Regional Devel-
opment Centre Programme etc.), through single applied R & D projects targeted directly 
for the businesses or through partnership based and networked development work. The R 
& D institutions and technology transfer centres, which have (or could have) some contri-
butions in the ICT field and intelligent products and services expertise, are presented in the 
following table (table 1).  

                                                 
18 This definition is excluding companies’ research centres, human medical and veterinary medicine research organisa-
tions (part of hospitals etc) and third sector research institutes and Seinäjoki Polytechnic. 
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Table 1. Specialized R&D development organisations in the field of intelligent products and sys-
tems.  
 

������� 	�����3���	��
4	��	�������5�

��������	�� !�����
�3�������������

!���*+	%���	
�������� 
(Municipalities in 
Seinäjoki town region). 
�

1

���������	�� Educational, research and testing 
offices and labs, open for industry 
on the basis of agreement 

6� !���*+	%��!��		
�	'�����7
�������:�

Information Technology, Mecha-
tronics, Software Engineering, Em-
bedded Systems.�

6� �����	
	�������������
�������4!����%5�

Mechatronics and product simula-
tion.�

6� 2�����
����
���������	
	���
�������8���10���

�12� and research and testing 
labs for the polytechnic and indus-
try  

.���������	'��������� �������������'	���9����	��
!������4�:�5 �!���*+	%��
.���� �

ICT applications, communication 
technology and networks, wireless 
solutions in�;���1�$ 

.���������	'�/�
��%�� !���*+	%�����������'	����7
��
��������������������� �
40�%�5�

ICT applications for the foodstuff 
SMEs.�

.���������	'�2���� .���������	'�2��� �
!���*+	%��.����

eBusiness, ICT applications for the 
peripheral areas (e.g. services).�

��������(Town of 
Seinäjoki and foodstuff 
companies)�

�		�����,��4���5� Product and process development in 
the foodstuff sector .  

��������� ��'�����
�� Medical information technology. �
!	����,��	&	�������
/	����
�"�������and 
!���*+	%���	
���������

����"�����
�0�����
���&	7
���	���8�0�"�;�!��
/��
�������������	
	���
�������

Digital display technologies, broad-
band networking, remote picture ar-
chiving, digital consultation station, 
wireless communication technolo-
gies. 

�	���	'�!���*+	%��and 
!���*+	%���	
���������

!���*+	%�������	
	������7
��������

Intelligent products and services, 
ICT technology park. Management 
of Seinäjoki Innovation and Tech-
nology Village and Seinäjoki Cen-
tre of Expertise.�

�������� !���*+	�������	�������,�� Tele- and communications network 
support and management. 

�������� ��������� Embedded systems company, active 
in public-private partnerships 

��������(local metal and 
manufacturing firms, 
municipalities).�

!���
��������,� �<������� Manufacturing and steel production 
management, R&D, embedded so-
lutions, services and consultancy, 
education services.  

��������
(local firms and munici-
palities)�

����	�������������,� �
<����+	%��

Information systems; software and 
services, logistics development, lo-
gistics-related business and tech-
nology strategy consulting, regional 
technology development services. �
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There are app. 600 study places (start-up places) for the undergraduate level in the ICT 
education in the South Ostrobothnia in the university units and Seinäjoki Polytechnic. 
Measured from the volume point of view, !���*+	%���	
�������� is controlling mostly the 
ICT education in the region. Seinäjoki Polytechnic is the main educational institution at the 
ICT field in the region and it has app. 200 starting places per year. Main schools in the ICT 
field are !���*+	%��!��		
�	'������������19�and !���*+	%��������!��		
20. The degree 
programmes related to ICT field are: software production, electronic business, business in-
formation technology and partly media entrepreneurship. Seinäjoki School of Engineering 
offers education at the information and communication technology, and this degree pro-
gramme is the biggest degree programme in the institutions. The achieved degrees are 
Bachelor of Engineering. It has app. 90 start-up places every year, divided to mechatronics, 
software engineering and embedded systems and further intelligent production processes, 
virtual technology and simulations. !���*+	%�� �	
��������� �����	
	��� ���� ������
�������!����% operates in connection with the School. 

There has been also university level ICT related education about 15 years in the region.�
University of Tampere,��������������'	���9����	��!�������:� �!���*+	%��.����has or-
ganised applied information technology education as continued and extension courses 
since 1987. .���������	'�������� has offered information and communication technol-
ogy extension education also for adult students from the year 2003 onward. �����������7
�������	'������	
	�� is offering extension study type educational courses for 20-50 adult 
students for engineers in the production technology from the year 2003 onward. Together 
the Tampere universities will offer app. 60 start-up places at the Masters Degree level.  

University units and Seinäjoki Polytechnic with different faculties and schools are func-
tioning together with companies offering tailor-made extension and professional courses to 
adult workers in the local companies. Adult students in the Seinäjoki School of Engineer-
ing are app. 70. At the intelligent products and systems technology line the professional 
courses are concentrating to key-technologies in the field and partnership companies in-
clude: Lillbacka Oy, EPEC Oy, and Done Logistics Oy. Others, are relying more to Vaasa 
area in education, Engineering Masters Degree in the University of Vaasa and partly some 
subject from Vaasa Polytechnic and Raahe Polytechnic.  

The leader companies in the branch have their own remarkable R & D projects together 
with national and international partners, for example VTT, technical universities, poly-
technics, other companies, centres of expertises, etc, international private R&D labs. Fund-
ing for these research projects are collected from also national and international sources: 
SITRA, Tekes, regions (national and EU-wide Structural funds), districts, partly cities and 
municipalities, venture capital firms (for example from Germany), national Government 
and EU research framework programmes, so as to mention some sources.  

 
PORI 
In Pori there is also research and educational institutions (HEI's) but these institutions are 
relatively young and not totally independent research institutions at the research- university 
level. In fact, many of the university units are established in the region in last five years.  
The university institutions are established at the area since the end of 1980's, first the Pori 
unit for �������� .��������� 	'� �����	
	�� (TUT) and soon after the Pori Unit for 
���%��!��		
�	'���	�	��������������1����������	��(TSEBA). Later these formed 
a joint subsidiary unit (The University Centre), which specialises in IT (information tech-
nology) and business management (business having started in 1997).  

                                                 
19 Year of foundation: 1967, merged with Seinäjoki, Polytechnic in 1992. 
20 Year of foundation: 1952, merged with Seinäjoki Polytechnic in 1992. 
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The university units are mostly university filial, which together form a concentration of 
university units and a campus at Pori. These are working in close co-operation with the 
PrizzTech Science & Technology Park and are currently located by the river Kokemäen-
joki at the town centre. The campus area is nowadays called the Pori University Centre and 
the concentration of the units as Pori University Consortium. The Pori University Centre 
consists of following five university institutions or units: 

 
•  ��������.���������	'������	
	�� ��.�  The Pori Unit (app. 100 employees) 
•  ���%�� !��		
� 	'� ��	�	���� ���� ������ 1����������	� � �!��1  The Pori 

Unit (app. 30 employees) and the  
•  .���������	'����%� �.�. �(app. 15 employees) 
•  .���������	'�������� �.�1, (app. 10 employees) 
•  .��������� 	'� 1��� ���� "���� � .1" � (together  with other institutions app. 10 

employees) 
�
����!���%������	
�������� is a large polytechnic with education in five21 study fields and 
23 degree programmes, which three of them are in English, incl. technics and maritime 
management (it is only institution in Finland in sea transportation education), energy, food 
production, health and social care, economics and business administration and services. 
The Polytechnic has expanded itself to five towns in the Satakunta region; it has units in 
Pori, Kankaanpää, Harjavalta, Rauma and Huittinen, although the Institution is owned by 
the city of Pori. At the beginning of the study- year 2002 there were together app. 6 600 
students in the Polytechnic with app. 1 950 new students22. The staff includes app. 500 
employees totally, from which about 300 are full-time.  

The Satakunta Polytechnic has located at the area already much earlier, although as it 
has been under the status of polytechnic since 1997. There is also varied higher education 
available in Satakunta, but the region does not have a multi-faculty university. There is a 
teacher training faculty in Rauma, belonging to the University of Turku, the other univer-
sity-level research institutions in the Satakunta region are: three research institutes or re-
search centres of the Tampere University of Technology (Vammala, Kankaanpää and 
Rauma) three Research Institutes of the University of Turku, Pyhäjärvi Institute and the 
Satafood Development Centre.  

���33�������� specialises in R&D functions to the expertise lines of Satakunta Centre 
of Expertise Programme and the energy technologies and the welfare and telemedicine 
technologies. The Satakunta Centre of Expertise has two lines of expertises: distant tech-
nologies (telecommunication networks, distant technologies in automation field, new me-
dia/ content software and distant medical technologies) and material technology (magnetic 
metallurgies, multiple metallurgies, drinking water materials).  

In many of the regional development strategies, development programme papers etc. 
there were named some public development organisations or authorities, which would be 
important in the actual development work, both in the regional level and for development 
work done in the individual firms or organisations. The other, more common public devel-
opment actors are: Finnvera Oyj/ Pori, The Pori Employment and economic Centre of Sa-
takunta, the regional Council of Satakunta, The Pori town region and the city of Pori (and 
Ulvila) and the Employer Services of Pori (Porin Työnantajapalvelut). The relevant devel-
opment organisations or institutions for the growing fields of ICT, automation, electrics 
and electronic production in Pori town region are presented in the table 2. 

                                                 
21 Business, Fine Art and Media Studies, Social Services and Health Care, Technology and Maritime Management and 
Tourism 
22 Pori Higher Education Cooperation Strategy 2002, only in Finnish 
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Table 2. Specialized R&D organizations (developers) in the automation and ICT fields.  
 

������� ��	��
���
���
�������
���

����
���
���
�������� ����
��
�������
�
�
���

!���%������	
�������� 
(Town of Pori). 
�

1

���������	�� Education and regional develop-
ment activities (degree education, 
extension studies, courses for entre-
preneurs and private sector etc). 

6� "����������	'����������7
��������0��������0��7
���������

Planning of R&D programmes for 
local businesses, responsibility of 
regional development in technical 
aspects. Educational, research and 
testing offices and labs, open for in-
dustry on the basis of agreement�

6� ,=!���®�7��������'	����7
����������"���
	������
����,=!��������������
1���
����	�®�

Entrepreneurship services for local 
businesses and students, enterprise 
accelerator for students start-ups, 
R&D services, and cooperation be-
tween the polytechnic and local 
businesses. 

6� 1��	����	����������
������/ O'Sata® - Centre 
for Research and Develop-
ment 

Coordination of automation tech-
nology R&D programmes, research 
management of automation technol-
ogy. 

�	���.����������	�	�7
�����

TUT, TSEBA, UTA, UTU 
and UAD Pori Units or 
R&D project organisations 

Higher degree education, related 
technology expertise, cooperation 
with local, national and interna-
tional ICT companies, basic re-
search and education in ICT, Tele-
medicine, Electronic production and 
Industrial management. University 
Library and Post- Graduate School.  

��������.���������	'�
�����	
	����.���

�����	���.���� Higher degree technical education, 
basic and applied research in ICT 
related issues. Extension studies and 
joint projects for local business life. 

���33���������(Town of 
Pori and varied public-
private owners)�

�����	
	��������������
!����������%�'���
�����

Facilitate services for Pori Univer-
sity Consortium and the technology 
park,  

6� !���%������������	'��97
�������

Expertise field of ��
����� �����		*
���
� and� �������� �����		��. The 
co-ordinator of the Pori Regional 
Centre Programme and the Rauma 
Regional Centre Programme.�

�	����!������<����7
�*��%�%��,� (owned 
by four municipalities and 
local entrepreneurship 
foundations)�

Regional economic devel-
opment organisation�

One of the specialised development 
areas; automation technology firms 
and entrepreneurship. 

 
 
In the field of automation and higher technologies ���� !���%����� �	
�������� offers 
higher education in the "����������	'������	
	�������0��������0���������, which 
has units in Pori and Rauma town regions. The Department offers higher education, R&D 
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programme planning and other partnership tasks for local industry. The Department is an 
active partner in defining, forming and coordinating different development programmes in 
order to restructure the local business life towards higher technology orientated businesses 
and industry. Local companies and industry could influence directly to the Department and 
the whole polytechnic in their problem-solving typed issues and education needs23. The 
Department has totally app. 1870 students and 150 staff employees (The Satakunta Poly-
technic, web-information).  

In addition, the Polytechnic has two separate research and development units �,=!���®7�
�������'	��������������"���
	�����, and �1���7��������'	��1��
�������	���������
�������	�  which operates in all five towns. The Research and Development Centre 
O’Sata® offers some specialised operations of R&D functions especially in the automation 
technology field through its 1��	����	�� �����	
	��� �������� ������ and the O’Sata 
Enterprise Accelerator®. The other specialised operations of R&D functions for local 
businesses, entrepreneurs, students and other development actors in the regions include: 
Automation (Automation Technology Research Center), eBusiness and Management, In-
telligent networks, Logistics, Maritime safety, Electronics, Energy and environment, New 
social and health care services and finally the O’Sata Enterprise Accelerator®, which is a 
kind of technology park for student start-ups and spin-offs.  
 
 
���&���	����������	�����������
�����	"�������	��������	������
�

 
In generally, there are a wide range of development programmes with possibilities for pub-
lic funding, and are targeted to the strengthening of balanced regional development and re-
structuring. The regional policy programmes as well as regional technology policy strate-
gies aim to speed up economic development based on the regions' own strengths and ex-
pertises. Most of these programmes are implemented in the regions and their funding is al-
located via specific measurement and controlling activities, while parts of the system rely 
more on lobbying from national and international financing. Some of the regional devel-
opment programmes rely more on networks than on regional or national institutions, and 
are based on a nationwide competitive bidding system. Behind the establishment of the 
new programmes at the state level was the awareness of the change in the regional struc-
ture, as indicated by the ever stronger concentration of population in the Helsinki metro-
politan area and in the largest university cities and regional centres (Tampere, Turku and 
Oulu).24.  The implementation of the new programmes went further after the EU member-
ship period started in 1995, when the range of funding instruments expanded.  
 
CENTER OF EXPERTISE PROGRAMME 
The national Centre of Expertise Programme (CoE) supports regional strength, specializa-
tion of regions and collaboration among different centres of expertise. The Centres of Ex-
pertise Programme is an objective programme created in accordance with the Regional 
Development Act (1135/93) and the result of the programme is a network of centres of ex-
pertise around Finland. One of its objectives is to concentrate local, regional and national 
resources on the development of selected, internationally competitive fields of expertise. 
Access to the programme has required a competitive mix of research- based know-how, 
innovative and growth-orientated measures in the proposed programme, business linkages 

                                                 
23 This is noted in the LIS Pori interviews (total number of interviews in Pori 10 before 1.4.03).  
24 Source: The web pages of the Ministry of the Interior on 02 May 2003 and 21 May 2003.  
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and effective organization. The centres of expertise also compete for annual basic financ-
ing allocated by the state, which guarantees constant development work.  

The programme has been carried out by eleven centres of expertise in Finland from 
1994 to 1998 and fourteen regional centres of expertise (Seinäjoki Centre of Expertise in 
the foodstuff sector is one of these) and two national centres of network expertise have 
been named for the programme phase 1999-2006. There was a mid-term evaluation in au-
tumn 2002 (published in spring 2003 by the Ministry of the Interior) and at the same time 
there was an opening for new lines of expertise, mostly in existing centres of expertises. 
The regional programme work is coordinated by a national work group of the centres of 
expertise.  

The original !���*+	%���������	'��9�������was founded in 1998 (in the foodstuff sec-
tor) and it was organized through Foodwest Ltd, a food technology centre. A new line of 
expertise, ������������	�"��
�����
�
���
, has been established in the winter 2002/2003. 
The Seinäjoki Centre of Expertise�is coordinated by the Seinäjoki Technology Centre Ltd 
together with Foodwest Ltd (from the beginning of the year 2003). The !���%������������
	'��9������ was founded in 1998 as well and is coordinated by the PrizzTech technology 
Centre organisation. The two lines of expertises are: 1. material technology with linkages 
both the technical universities, especially TUT, and big industrial units located in Pori, 2. 
��
������ �����		���
, in which the automation technology, telemedicine, electronics etc 
are involved. In distance technologies field the Polytechnic, town of Pori and other general 
development organisations are linked to the programme.  
 
REGIONAL CENTRE PROGRAMME 
Nationally the aim of the Regional Centre (Development) Programme (RCDP) is to de-
velop a ����	���	 �����	���������
 based on the particular strengths, expertise and part-
nership capabilities of urban regions of various sizes. The Finnish Government supports 
the development work of the urban regions nominated to the programme (through a spe-
cific bidding process) by granting annually some basic funds amounting to a half of the ac-
cepted expenses. In 2002 and 2003 basic funds of approximately 8.2 million euros per year 
were granted to the regions. In the future the resources of national regional policy are 
meant to be directed to these regional centres25. RCDP is implemented in 34 regions, 
among which are the Seinäjoki and Pori town regions. The programme was launched in 
March 2001 and the programme period lasts until year 2006 (until the end of the current 
EU Structural Fund period).  

������	�+��������	������, a Regional Centre Programme of the Seinäjoki region, 
focuses on emphasizing more general regional cooperation and public-private partnership 
building in the construction of the innovation-supportive environment. The Seinäjoki 
Technology Centre Ltd coordinates the programme locally and is in charge of the coopera-
tion with other neighbouring programme areas. The strength of the ePohjanmaa Pro-
gramme has been the strong participation of local firms; all in all, about 150 firms are in-
volved in the actions of the programme. For many ICT firms, )��� ��	������� ��	*
������ was the first programme to take actions in order to enhance the use of new tech-
nologies in local manufacturing, production and services.  

The ����	��
� "���
	������ ��	������� 	'� �	�� town region was established at the 
same year than in Seinäjoki and benefit the experiences and suggestions of the Tekes Re-
gional Technology Strategy work which went on in the Satakunta region in 2001. The Pori 
region programme concentrated on welfare applications and the new collaboration in the 
welfare-related technologies. Also the emphasis was on the local collaboration, although 

                                                 
25 Sources: the web pages of the Ministry of the Interior on 02 May 2003 and 21 May 2003 and the bulletins published 
by the Seinäjoki Technology Centre Ltd. 
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the local businesses were not in the same role in the programme than in Seinäjoki. The 
technology Centre facilitator PrizzTech Oy is the co-ordinator both of the Pori town region 
programme and the Rauma regional centre programme. 
 
��������������������
������������	����������	��
���������

� ��	"������*
��	�
�
�

COOPERATION WITH TUT 
�������� .��������� 	'� �����	
	�� �.� was established in 1965 in Tampere as the 
“University for Industry”. Nowadays it is large university of technology on the Finnish 
scale with 13 degree programmes, 10 faculties, 33 departments, 11 500 degree students, 
and 1 850 staff member, mostly located in Hervanta Campus, Tampere. TUT has been ac-
tive in the technical and educational reach-out work for years, even decades in some edu-
cational fields. Earlier it had active cooperation with industry and the private sector, but it 
took place mainly either in the university or in the companies in the Tampere region. Now 
technology transfer has a new content with cooperative technology research and develop-
ment work. In order to be a competitive partner in this work, TUT has recently expanded 
its services and education actively to new areas (both academic and geographical areas). 
As an outcome of this conscious activity, TUT has started educational or research coopera-
tion in ten new locations in Western Finland since the beginning of the twenty-first cen-
tury26: in Hyvinkää, Jalasjärvi, Kankaanpää, Kokkola, Lahti, Nastola, Rauma, Seinäjoki, 
Valkeakoski and Vammala. In the towns of Pori and Salo the university has provided con-
tinuation and extension education since the 1980s in the fields of electronic production (in 
Pori and Salo), telecommunications (in Pori) and industrial production (in Pori).  

In !���*+	%��town region, from the beginning of 2003 there have been extension studies 
available in industrial production organized by the Tampere University of Technology 
(TUT). Not even does the University have a specific unit or R&D centre in the region; it is 
an active partner in different cooperation models established in the region as continuing 
and extension education, high-technology infrastructure construction (funded mainly by 
other partners), especially in the Seinäjoki Technology and Innovation Centre (Mediwest 
and FRAMI) and the new virtual reality technology laboratory CAVE, and finally in the 
EPANET research community with three fixed-term professorships and several research-
ers. Only the medical information technology professor and his research team have been 
working long enough to have relevant outcomes available; the other two professors have 
just been nominated or are currently under the nomination process. The EPANET profes-
sorships are in the following research areas: Medical information technology (in Medi-
west); virtual reality technology, especially in the embedded systems (in the Seinäjoki 
Technology and Innovation Village); and the plastic composites research team in the mu-
nicipality of Jalasjärvi in southern South Ostrobothnia.  

Cooperation with Tampere University of Technology was one of the main purposes for 
the EPANET research network and some other efforts made by both the local authorities 
and, interestingly, the leaders in the Seinäjoki Polytechnic. There was even some univer-
sity-level education available in the region provided by the existing university units (Uni-
versities of Helsinki, Tampere and Vaasa) but no sufficient higher-level technical educa-
tion or research. Therefore the local actor groups found it necessary to build partnerships 
with universities of technology around the region. TUT was the nearest one and a “natural 
partner” in that sense; however, the reasons for inducing TUT to start cooperating with 
South Ostrobothnian actor groups were somewhat more complex than that.  
                                                 
26 Source: TTY & Co. 1/2003, April (in Finnish)). Brochure of the Tampere University of Technology. 
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In �	��, cooperation with Tampere University of Technology has years of the history of 
the cooperation. TUT Pori Unit was the first university unit to be located in Pori, although 
soon after the TSEBA Pori unit became also involved to development and education activi-
ties in Pori and Satakunta. TUT is still most strongly involved to Satakunta of the Pori 
University Consortium HEIs and the professor(s) of TUT Pori unit are in the lead of the 
Pori University Consortium. In the other way around, the TUT Pori unit performs second 
best unit in the whole TUT institution.27.��

The TUT Pori Unit does not have education or research targeted directly to the tradi-
tional automation field, but in the fields of telecommunication, distant technologies, elec-
tronic production and for example industrial management, they could give their contribu-
tion for the automation industry. It offers also degree education in the fields of: Informa-
tion Technology, Industrial Management and Engineering and Electronics Production, as 
well as in the following scientific areas: software engineering, information and communi-
cation technology, digital signal processing, multimedia, electronics production and flip 
chip technologies, industrial and technology management, telemedicine and modern learn-
ing environments28.  
�

EPANET- RESEARCH COMMUNITY IN SEINÄJOKI 
In the knowledge-based network set-up the idea is to create networks with major universi-
ties inside and outside the region. There is in the Seinäjoki area a new effort to create 
higher educational and research network, which is in its turn quite unique in the Finnish 
scale. The network; �	"���,
��	�	�������-�����
����.���	�� (EPANET), is a co-operation 
network of six Finnish universities29 at the Seinäjoki town region. EPANET concept is 
working for the idea of developing a new kind of research culture in co-operation between 
universities, research institutes and enterprises.  

The core of the network is loosely organised group of around 16 fixed-term research 
professors, which in their turn will gather a group of researchers around themselves. The 
network is expected to form a new kind of creative community with 50-60 researchers 
working especially with themes found in the local business environment. Above figure 
shows some open questions rose in the EPANET context. Funding is organised mostly by 
local sources (1,5 million euros per year), including leader companies. Enterprise share of 
the costs are around 20% (from 11% up to 35%) of the individual professorships30. The 
EPANET- professorships are contributing most the applied research work in intelligent 
products and systems, such as: virtual technology (mechatronics and machinery production 
processes), embedded systems, �Business, entrepreneurship in traditional industries, pro-
duction systems and logistics, medical information technology and Information and com-
munication technologies.  

EPANET network is expected to fill many gaps in the applied research resources in the 
region caused the lack of research traditions and absence of independent (especially tech-
nical) university. The idea is to get a broad understanding of phenomenon and problems of 
the regional based industry by combining tacit knowledge with theory, as well as using ap-
proaches of different disciplines. The idea is not, however, to function as direct problem 
solving and research transfer institution to companies, but merely search and find new re-

                                                 
27 Source: LIS Pori interviews, and TUT information brochures.  
28 Sources: The TUT Pori Unit web-pages (03.04.03), Annual Report of the Pori University Centre 2001,  Pori Higher 
Education Cooperation Strategy 2002. 
29 Universities are: University of Helsinki, University of Tampere, Tampere University of technology, University of 
Turku, University of Vaasa, Sibelius Academy. 
30 Source: University Association of South Ostrobothnia and the Phase I interviews.  
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search questions arising from traditionally industries (agriculture, foodstuff, forestry, ma-
chinery, furniture, carpets) and culturally quite fragmented environment.  

The basis for the network was laid during the starting a Research Programme project, 
implemented by the local university association in 1999-2001. As a result of the work an 
agreement for the university network came through, which was an expression of the will of 
the six Finnish universities and the key regional development organisations in order to cre-
ate new R & D work in the region. The model was also in the need of an active network 
co-ordinator and background organisation, which in this case is the University Association 
of South Ostrobothnia. The network is also offering an independent training project 
(EDUEPANET) has been created to support the development of research work. It involves 
the planning and implementation of training projects supporting mostly post-graduate edu-
cation. There are several points of views, which rise high expectations for the EPANET 
model as a new model in the Finnish higher education and research system31: 

 
1. From the institutional point of view the ����	����
��"���"� �	������������"�����
����
, which 

have their main campuses elsewhere. In the EPANET-model the recruited professors belong 
to the staff of the host universities but they are working mostly in and for Seinäjoki region.  

2. The second point is the ��������	��	 �����$�	����	�������� has in the network. The collabo-
ration between university institutions, Polytechnic, private companies and then regional de-
velopment organisations is sewn into the network as the functioning model.. 

3. The third point is ���� 	���	 � "�����. The network is funded by EU structural funds, mu-
nicipalities and their co-organisations, regional council, private companies, technology 
transfer organisations, Seinäjoki Polytechnic and the Ministry of Education.  

4. The fourth point is the targeted research areas. Focus is on the combination of ����������*
��	�
�	 ��'*������		�� and ��	�	��	��	 �����������"�
���, especially in the SME context. 
In the choice of the fields of research, the emphasis is laid on applied research and product 
development in the expanding branches in the region, which in their turn have their strength 
in the traditional branches and sub-clusters.  

5. The fifth point is the focus of the EPANET-network which is on the �"�����������"����*

	"���
 (human/ social capital) instead of the physical constructions or academic depart-
ments. The idea has been to create flexible research community where different universities, 
regional polytechnic and development organisations could co-operate. 

6. The sixth point is the �	�����"��
���	������	� used in the construction of the model. In the 
process of setting up the network, there were forms of foresight and game theory methods 
in use. The designers of the model thought through the several possibilities and alternatives 
to form and attract people and their background organisation to join the network.  

7. The seventh point is the� ������	"
� �"�� ��������� 
�	��. To work the EPANET- concept 
needed to fulfil some premises, which in their turn affected the acceptance of the story. 
Therefore in the construction of the network the inductive development strategy was in use.  

 
EPANET- network is strengthening the institutional academic infrastructure�in South Os-
trobothnia�as allocating new knowledge and relational resources and forming a new type of 
��
�������	��"����. In this perspective it is an 	�����
���	��� ���	����	� at the regional 
level, and also at the national level. However, there is laying some critical issues to be 
solved. First of all, there is an underlying question if EPANET is a series of projects or an 
institution? Further, is there enough co- operation between professors and their research 
groups, between professors and their host universities and departments and between pro-
fessors and external partners? There is a also constant struggle over practical issues, pres-
                                                 
31 Found in the Phase I interviews and information given by the representatives of the network. 
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tige, power, imaginary aspects, resources etc. is going on (though not between professors). 
As managing point of view, EPANET is beginning to be too big for University Association 
of South Ostrobothnia and therefore reorganisation and a reinterpretation is needed. At first 
all this was in the background, because a big task required collective efforts – effort is still 
collective but new nuances are emerging all the time. This caused the EPANET-”ideology” 
become almost forgotten and suppressed by daily routines. The next steps would be widen-
ing awareness and skills building, strengthening knowledge and human intellectual capital 
resources, and 
�������������������	�������������	����	������	��
.  
 
UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM IN PORI 
In the Pori �	�������	�, the university units are mostly university filial, which together 
form a concentration of university units and a Pori university campus. The university cam-
pus in old but rebuilt cotton factory is nowadays called the Pori University Centre, which 
includes the Pori University Unit32 (specialises in IT and business management) and other 
university units in the town region. The Satakunta Polytechnic in its turn is spread over the 
city and does not form a certain unified polytechnic area or campus. The concentration of 
the university units has now a status as the �	���-�����
����'	�
	���"�.  

Strictly defined the Pori University Consortium consists of five university institutions 
or units as �������� .��������� 	'������	
	��� �.�, The Pori Unit, ���%��!��		
� 	'�
��	�	��������������1����������	���!��1, The Pori Unit, .���������	'����%��
.�., .���������	'���������.�1, and the .���������	'�1�������"�����.1", but in 
reality also the two �	
�������� and the technology centre ���33�������� are involved in 
the consortium. The oldest university institutions are established at the area the end of 
1980's, first the Pori unit for Tampere University of Technology (TUT), which also the 
biggest unit in Pori, and soon after the Pori Unit for Turku School of Economics and Busi-
ness Administration (TSEBA). The joint units or operations for consortium are Pori Sci-
ence Library and the Pori Graduate School, which is organised by the Tampere University 
of Technology/ Pori Unit, but is open for other post graduate students in the region as well 
as for the full-time teachers of Satakunta Polytechnic.  

Pori University Consortium is one of the six similar types of university unit concentra-
tions in Finnish less favoured regions33. The Pori University Consortium as well as the 
other similar consortiums in Finland are specialised to certain sectors and are working in 
the growth sectors of the society (at least in the local level) and therefore have close link-
ages to the local economic life, are well networked at the local and national (some also at 
the international) level. These consortiums have also special regional development tasks, 
which are to develop the local businesses but same time to modernize the traditional busi-
ness base of these regions and strengthen the local actor’s abilities to build new competen-
cies on the top of the old ones. It seems that in the national level these university consorti-
ums are seen as a linkage between universities and polytechnics in the areas where there 
are not independent science universities (LIS/ Pori Interviews).  

The Pori University Consortium specializes in technology, economics and business 
management, humanistic sciences, welfare research, arts, short sea studies and possible in 
the 2003 autumn to medical studies. The common R&D fields for all these organisations 
are: research of telecommunication networks and the telecommunication research envi-
ronment, electronics/ electronic production, monitoring systems based on GIS technolo-
gies, eBusiness development and the welfare technologies. Adult and extension studies in 
different fields are offered since 1987, but in recent five years the university units in Pori 

                                                 
32 “Porin Korkeakouluyksikkö” in Finnish. 
33 Pori, Lahti, Mikkeli, Kokkola, Kajaani and Seinäjoki. 
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(Pori University Consortium) started to give whole degree education in Pori for high 
school graduates as the following table (table 3) shows. 

 
Table 3. The student amounts in degree education in Pori University Centre.  
 
:���6� �.�� �!��1� .�.� ��"������������

>��������!��		
5�
/000� 478 62  1 
1222� 483 92  4 
122/� 530 116 40 5 
1221� 577 150 (app.) 40 5 
)	���
�"�����
��	"������1223��4�

700 200 80 90 

��"�����������5��"*
�"���1223�

155 50 40 - 

*Educational year lasts from the autumn to autumn. 
 
 
The Pori University Consortium has worked from the network typed basis, but now pres-
sured by the external partners (especially funding partners) it has been forced to start 
change the structure and a start a new institutional process in order to form a strong re-
gional higher education institution. Its possibilities to strengthen the existing resources are 
seen to be in threat by the tendencies of expanding educational and R&D fields. As the 
emphasis lay in the structures and institutions, the necessary networking seems to be un-
derdeveloped at this moment.  

The messages from the local industry and business life have stressed the need for in-
creased cooperation between the Polytechnic, Pori university units and PrizzTech Ltd (see 
for example Ahmaniemi, Kautonen and Tulkki 2001, Satakunta Visio 2005 and 2010). 
Further, one of the biggest emerging issues in this concept is the cooperation in R&D func-
tions and enterprise services. In principle TUT Pori Unit is the unit for basic research and 
higher technical education in specific fields, while polytechnic is a local educational unit 
with some applied R&D functions and PrizzTech in its turn a coordinator of different re-
gional development programmes, the facilitator for business park, spin-offs etc and the 
business advisor. In reality, all the three (or four if O’Sata® is counted as a separate or-
ganisation) are working with mixed examples of the above R&D issues.  

Therefore, these organisations have started in the year 2002 new round of cooperation 
strategies for the technology development where they defined their own strength areas but 
also the common fields, where they should work together. In this work, they rely much on 
the Satakunta Technology Strategy (made in 2001), which was made together with local 
municipalities, (national) regional development authorities, local higher education institu-
tions and the intermediary organisations between education units and entrepreneurs and lo-
cal industry.  

                                                 
34 In the figure there is also included the extension studies students and post graduates of Pori Graduate School of TUT 
Pori Unit. Sources: The TUT Pori Unit web-pages (03.04.03), Annual Report of the Pori University Centre 2001, Pori 
Higher Education Cooperation Strategy 2002. 
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There are variety of development orientated models, which are formed to function as de-
velopment tools for less-favoured regions to boost their economical processes, and which 
are at least partly built in the era of national competitiveness and public-private partner-
ships. The other mechanisms are merely based on the local strengths, capabilities and 
awareness to stimulate the local economic change. Outward linkages and especially the 
linkages with R &D institutions and HEIs such as universities and polytechnics are the 
most relevant and promising mechanisms in many less favoured regions in Finland.  

This study is about creating and intensifying linkages with the universities through new 
type of knowledge networks in Pori and Seinäjoki town regions, but the situation seems to 
be alike in many other locations and towns as Mikkeli, Lahti, and Kokkola etc. In the be-
ginning there has been a need for �"��������� ��
���"��	�����
������ �����		����� �� ��*

��"��"��� through construction of new physical settings or creating new institutions. In 
these case regions are in the institutionalisation process (see Amin & Thrift 1995, Henry 
2001) to create new type of the development culture, habits and common development 
view for supporting innovations and knowledge creation (innovative milieu). Secondly 
there has been either a willingness or opportunities for ����	����� ���� �	��������� ��
��
���	"���
������
�������	��������	������
!�

Seinäjoki town region is nowadays enhancing the level of know-how in the region 
through conscious development efforts to form a concept of a network of academic institu-
tions in South-Ostrobothnia and through investments in technology and business environ-
ment (technology centre & park etc.) for technology intensive and knowledge based busi-
nesses. The emphasis is now in the “Innovation and Technology Village” (technology 
park) and in the EPANET- research community. The network is strengthening both the ba-
sic academic infrastructure and putting forward the institutionalisation process for aca-
demic and business related knowledge environment. In the choice of the fields of research, 
the emphasis is laid expressively on ���������
����� and product or service development 
in the expanding branches in the region. However, in this network based model the existing 
HEIs, people and their competencies are in the core of the actions; not departments, HEI 
offices or other permanent constructions.  

In Pori town region the relevant higher education and new technology R&D institutions 
as well as similar type of development programmes are older than Seinäjoki, but still in the 
constant change due the local and national interests and decisions. In Pori the institutionali-
sation process is already in its second round: now the emphasis is on rebuilding and reor-
ganising the existing R&D institutional structure and forming new networks internally in 
the region. The main effort for Pori town region is to coordinate the regional development 
work in partnership (to form an operational network for economic development work) and 
the construction of Pori University Consortium. Actors in the region have formulated a 
common understanding of the development areas in recent years through the economic 
situation of the region and through the multiple strategy work done in the region.  

In the whole Satakunta region the ideas of the information society were adopted in a 
very early phase35. The work is being continued by the Satakunta Polytechnic (O’Sata and 
the Department of Technology and Maritime Management), The University Unit of Pori 
(especially TUT, Pori Unit), PrizzTech Ltd, the Town of Pori and some local companies. 

                                                 
35 According the information given from the Regional Council of Satakunta. 
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Lately, the active partners of the “technology and economic development network” have 
defined the potential areas of development, which are at the focus areas in the region. 
Automation is one of these fields.  

In the process of building innovation capabilities, one of the critical points is the open-
ness to outside world and new knowledge gained from wider national and international 
networks. In the Pori and Seinäjoki town regions, there is an open question of the mobilisa-
tion of knowledge and more precisely, the �����
��� of the of the innovation processes. 
This is also somehow problematic in the South Ostrobothnia region due the historical and 
cultural reasons (see for example Ståhle & Sotarauta 2002). To lead the process, there is a 
need for special regional or local development leadership (see Sotarauta 2001). To gain 
leadership, partners of the development network are in the need of �	���
���	����
	"���
 
(see Healey et al. 1999). Network leaders should for example to be able to identify and 
lead the process through widely acceptable routes, where all interested parties can take a 
part. The following figure(figure 7) shows the crucial elements of the creating and building 
institutional capacity in the less favoured  regions such as Pori and Seinäjoki. 
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Figure 7. From institutions, resources and networks to the processes, competences and leadership 
as the elements of institutional capacity.  

 
As a result of the economic situation and the consciousness of the needs of the emerging 
industries, there has been in both town areas serious efforts as ������������������
� �������*
������ ���� �(������ ��	������ ����	��
#� especially with universities and HEIs. In both 
town regions there are still space for new local types of innovation networks. Once net-
works are created and formed the actors in networks should further be able �	������������

����
� (arenas)� for action and collaboration and strengthen valuable existing ones. Some 
organisations are supposed to act as change agents and form new arenas for the collabora-
tion. EPANET- model in Seinäjoki offers ���������
��������� 	���	*	������	� between dif-
ferent universities as well as between universities and Seinäjoki polytechnic and between 
universities and local businesses. The problem is that these connections and partnerships 
have been relatively undeveloped and poorly used for allocation of new knowledge and 
other essential resources.  

In the Pori town region the network linkages are relatively weak (to certain knowledge 
branches and institutions), and the existing linkages are not in their turn well connected to 
the regional or local networks. This means local organisations have some linkages, but that 
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does not really influence the local knowledge pool. The University Consortium is still 
seeking this kind of role, especially the way how to collaborate between the Polytechnic, 
the technology centre PrizzTech Ltd and the local industry. At this moment the collabora-
tion works between university units and polytechnic, between university unit and compa-
nies or between polytechnic, technology centre and companies.  

As in the both town regions, these companies are selling products and intelligent sys-
tems to other industries and companies, these firms in the region have to have as much ca-
pabilities to develop or at least transform new technologies to new solutions and applica-
tions as their main customers. In this work the local or national innovation environment ac-
tors (universities, polytechnics, technology centres, local and national authorities etc) could 
have an essential role. To achieve and maintain this role is a difficult task, but it could be 
useful for all the parties in the innovation development network.  

Without the common understanding of the partnership roles and diversification of ac-
tions, it is difficult to gain necessary leadership and therefore to mobilise all the necessary 
resources. In order to achieve this, there is a need to build networks around certain specific 
development tasks and to gather, reform and combine knowledge in the way the future 
challenges are faced and used for economical success. The network-typed innovation sup-
port mechanisms including institutions as universities, polytechnics, municipalities or their 
economic development organisations, industry and other entrepreneurs and technology 
centres acting locally/ regionally, nationally and in some cases internationally could be 
said to be critical for the local economical development, especially when individual eco-
nomical actors are small and have relatively poor pool of resources.  
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Figure 1. The elements of institutional capacity in the less favoured regions. Framework of the 

study. 

Figure 2. The LIS case study locations in Finland.  

Figure 3. From Resources to competencies (Modified from Javidan 1998, Sotarauta 2000) 

Figure 4. Innovation capacity building and institutionalization process in the regions36. 

Figure 5. Intelligent products and systems as a part of new technology opportunities in the 
knowledge based network economy37.  

Figure 6. The development process of major economic sectors in certain regions38.  

Figure 7. From institutions, resources and networks to the processes, competences and leadership 
as the elements of institutional capacity in the less favoured regions.  

Table 1. Specialized R&D development organisations in the field of intelligent products and 
systems.  

Table 2. Specialized R&D development organizations in the automation and ICT fields.  

Table 3. The student amounts in degree education in Pori University Centre.  

 

                                                 
36 Kosonen 2001, 2001b, 2002 
37 Modified from Tekes Technology Strategy 2002, p..9. 
38 Modified from Sotarauta & Viljamaa 2003, p. 64. 
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